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Nanomanipulation using Atomic Force Microscope with Drift Compensation
Qinmin Yang and S. Jagannathan
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65409
Email: qyy74@umr.edu, sarangap@umr.edu
This nanomanipulation research is still immature
because the physical and chemical phenomenon at this
scale has not been well understood. A significant amount
of work on modeling interactive forces during
manipulation was introduced in [1] and in other papers [2,
3]. Nevertheless, in these works, the substrate was
assumed to be ideally flat and the roughness effects were
ignored. The surface roughness of the substrate can be
one of the major hurdles during the manipulation task. In
this paper, a novel mathematical model of the nonlinear
particle-substrate contact dynamics incorporating the
roughness effects is introduced.
Additionally, certain experimental samples used in the
nanomanipulation can be fragile. Improper applied force
could damage these nano objects or even the AFM tip.
Thus, designing controllers for the manipulation poses a
much greater challenge in terms of accommodating the
nonlinearities and uncertainties in the system. In this
paper, a NN based controller is proposed where the
unknown part of the system dynamics is approximated by
using a one-layer NN with an additional force control
loop guaranteeing the applied force to be close to a
desired value. The controller also compensates the effect
of thermal drift as presented next.

Abstract - This paper proposes an atomic force microscope
(AFM) based force controller to push nano particles on the
substrates since it is tedious for human. A block phase
correlation-based algorithm is embedded into the controller
for compensating the thermal drift during nano
manipulation. Further, a neural network (NN) is employed
to approximate the unknown nano particle and substrate
contact dynamics including the roughness effects. Using the
NN-based adaptive force controller the task of pushing nano
particles is demonstrated. Finally, using the Lyapunov-based
stability analysis, the uniform ultimately boundedness (UUB)
of the closed-loop signals is demonstrated.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nanomanipulation, which aims at manipulating and
handling nanometer size objects and structures with
nanometer precision, has become a recent topic for the
near future [9]. Nanomanipulation is also a first and
critical step for achieving any complex functional nano
devices. Applications of the nanotechnology can be
found in several fields like biotechnologies (ADN and
protein study), data storage or material science (nanotube
or surface film characterization).
However, for manufacturing nanotechnology products,
the challenges in nanomanipulation and handling of
particles in nano scale require cross-disciplinary
approaches. Typically, small nano structures built by
nanomanipulation today consist of ten to twenty particles,
and may take an experienced user a whole day to
construct using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) as the
manipulator. To efficiently accomplish such tasks or even
more complex ones, the manipulation process should be
automated thus requiring less human intervention.
When in ambient conditions, i.e., at room temperature
and humidity, in air or liquid, and without stringent
environmental controls, nanomanipulation encounters
multiple external disturbances. Among these uncertainties,
the thermal drift is the most important one, which can be
observed as a horizontal translation during the
manipulation process. Research presented in [6] provides
a satisfactory drift compensation algorithm in real-time,
based on which, some controllers can be designed without
considering the thermal drift.

II. THERMAL DRIFT COMPENSATION
Due to thermal changes in ambient conditions, drift
usually appears in successive AFM scans of a sample
even when the scanning parameters are not altered. The
nano manipulation task can fail unless the drift, which
appears as a translation, is properly compensated.
Due to the limitation that the topography data of the
sample cannot be collected simultaneously during pushing
in AFM, thermal drift must be accommodated. This in
turn requires- 1) that the sample is scanned at a constant
frequency; 2) at each iteration after obtaining the scanning
data, the drift xc (t ) and yc (t ) is estimated and predicted;
and 3) during the subsequent time interval before the next
scanning time, the pushing task can be performed by
compensating the effect of drift.
Drift measurement: mx(k)

Drift prediction
xc(k+1)
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed drift compensator.
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In the proposed scheme, the drift is measured by using
a block phase correlation-based algorithm at each
sampling time as shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, only the
drift in the x direction is shown [6]. Based on current and
previous data, the drift for the subsequent sampling time
instant can be predicted by using a dynamic neural
network. Further, signal reconstruction technique is
applied to obtain the drift in continuous time. For more
details, refer to [6]. With the compensator, controller can
be designed as if the drift does not exist.
III.

3

cap

A ps

Ftp

4SJ R p (1 

h  2e

)
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(3.3)

by assuming that (i) r << p << Rp, (ii) the surfaces are
coated with a film of constant thickness e, (iii) the contact
angle is zero, and (iv) the surfaces attraction through the
liquid phase is negligible, where J is the liquid (water)
surface energy e is the thickness of the water layer, and
r is the radius of curvature of the meniscus.

denote the

C. Electrostatic Forces
In the case of non-conducting particles, there are
charges trapped around the perimeter of the particles, and
during pushing or contact, triboelectrification process
introduces local charges. However, by grounding a (semi)
conducting substrate such as Si or Au, the electrostatic
forces can be greatly reduced [1]. Moreover, the nonconducting particles can be coated with Au, and all the
substrate and particles can be grounded. It was reported
es
that the electrostatic forces A ps is less than one percent of

z
y

the capillary force and therefore could become ignored [8].

Fps

fps

(3.2)

The capillary force can be written as [7]

frictional forces for the particle-substrate and tip-particle
respectively. Elastic deformation of the particle is
possible and here only the elastic deformation between
the particle and the substrate is considered. The
indentation is denoted as d .

f tp

2

B. Capillary Forces

particle-substrate and tip-particle attractive/repulsive
interaction force, while f ps and ftp correspond to the

ß

§ h ·
2
2 ¨¨ h  b 2 ¸¸
¹
3h ( h  2 R p ) ©

where b is the peak to peak height of the surface
irregularity.

angle, which is the angle between the pushing direction
and the horizontal plane. Interactive forces among the
AFM tip, particle, and substrate after the tip contacts the
particle can be seen in Fig. 2. A ps is the adhesion forces

Fzc

(3.1)

2

3

and the particle radius is denoted as R p . E is the pushing

and

3h ( h  2 R p )

2 HR p

vdw

A ps

In our work, the nano particles on the substrate will be
manipulated by the AFM tip. The AFM tip apex is
assumed to be a spherical ball with radius Rt = 30 nm,

Fps

2

where H is Hamaker constant, and h is the particlesubstrate distance.
After taking the surface roughness into consideration,
van der Waals force becomes [5]

INTERACTION FORCES

between particle and substrate.

2 HR p

vdw

A ps

F tp

D. Frictional Forces

d
Aps

During pushing, the friction on the particle-substrate
and the particle-tip also play an important role. Similar to
the case of macro domain, when the particle is sliding
smoothly on the substrate, the frictional force at the
micro/nano scale can be given as
f ps P ps Fps
(3.4)

Fig. 2. Interacting forces between AFM tip, nano particle and substrate.

Gravitational forces are relatively very small in the
nano scale and, therefore, are neglected. The main
components of the adhesion forces and are van der Waals,
capillary, and electrostatic forces [1]. Therefore, the
adhesion force between particle and substrate:
vdw
cap
es
A ps A ps  A ps  A ps . The analysis of these forces is very

where P ps is the particle–substrate sliding friction
coefficient. Also, frictional force exists between the tip
and particle that needs to be taken into account.

important for modeling the nano manipulation process.
IV. DYNAMIC MODEL

A. Van der Waals Forces
Depending on the object geometry and the material
type, van der Waals force between atoms or molecules is
proportional to the inverse of the sixth power of distance
between the molecules [4]. Namely, the van der Waals
force can be expressed as

A dynamic model of the pushing system is formulated
considering all of the forces [7, 8] mentioned above. The
objects considered in this work include nano-particles of
diameter 30 to 500 nm, which is required to be pushed in
a constant direction on the x-y plane. The angle between y
axis and the pushing direction is denoted as Ȗ.
515
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A. Elastic Deformation of the Particle

is purely sliding. If the speed is very slow, we can obtain
equilibrium equations as

Since the contact area between the particle and AFM
tip is very small, only the vertical deformation between
the particle and substrate will be considered [1]. In the
contact area, only the elastic deformation is to be modeled.
In the nano scale, the elastic deformation of the surface
caused by the adhesive forces is large compared to their
effective range of action. Therefore, the JKR (JohnsonKendall-Roberts) model analysis will be valid [10]. The
indentation of the particle is given as
a3

R p  ( Fps  3S R p w  6S R p wFps  (3S R p w) 2 ) / K

Ftp sin E  Aps  ftp cos E
Ftp cos E
f ps

Fps

(4.1)

Ftp

]z
c
z

F
where I

P ps Fps

Fzc k z  Fyc k yz | Fzc k z

(4.5)

ftp cos I  Ftp sin I

(4.6)

c

each axis are given as [1]

assume that the surface of the substrate is ideally smooth
in order to arrive at the dynamics.
The particle will get through two phases during the
pushing operation [1]: static friction and kinetic friction
regions. At the beginning, the tip is separated from the
particle and is approaching it under the stage movement.
After the tip contacts the particle, due to the static friction
force between the particle and the substrate, the particle
and tip will keep together and follow the stage motion
until the applied cantilever load exceeds the static friction.
In this phase, assuming the stage is moving slowly, the
following equations can be derived
Fxc k x x cos D k x xs cos D

Aps  Fxc // Fyc  sin D  Fzc cos D

cos E

E  D . Equation (4.5) shows that ] z can be

while fr is the cantilever resonant frequency. Let us

Fps

(1  d / R p ) sin E  1

(4.4)

seen as a direct measure of the force Fz .
Additionally, for atomic resolution positioning,
piezoelectric actuators are utilized in AFM systems. By
denoting the sample position on x, y, and z directions as
xs , ys , zs respectively, the dynamics of the stage along

represents the elastic and damping coefficients of the
cantilever along the x, y, and z axes respectively. The
term mc k z 4S 2 f r is the cantilever effective mass,

1
1

xs 
xs  xs
wx2
wxQx

W x  Fx W x  f ps cos J

1
1

ys 
y s  ys
w2y
wy Qy

W y  Fy W y  f ps sin J

1
1

zs 
zs  zs
wz2
wz Qz

(4.7)

W z  Fps  Aps

where w is the resonant frequency, Q is the
amplification factor and W is the stage driving forces.
C. Substrate Roughness
During pushing, the surface cannot be ideally smooth,
especially at the nano scale. Further, the movement of the
base in the z-direction and alignment errors will make the
above assumption unreasonable.
Hence, the displacement of the particle on vertical
direction can be seen as a disturbance on the pushing
angle E which is given by

k y ys cos D
k z xs2  ys2 sin D

cos E  (1  d / R p  sin E ) P ps

] z can be measured, which satisfies

compared to the diameter of the particle, the AFM
cantilever can be seen as a point object at the apex of the
tip. A point mass model of the interaction forces during
pushing is derived in [1] where k x , k y , k z and bx , by , bz

k z x 2  y 2 sin D

Aps cos E

] y and ] z . In AFM-based manipulation systems, only

The interacting forces occurring between the tip,
particle, and substrate are shown in Fig. 2. The deflection
forces applied on the cantilever along the x, y, and z axes
are denoted as Fxc , Fyc , Fzc . Since the tip is very small

Fzc

f ps  ( R p  d )

For building cantilever dynamics, denoting the
deflections of the probe along the x, y and z axes as ] x ,

B. Interacting Force Analysis

k y y cos D

(4.3)

and further

where a is the contact radius and d is the indentation.

Fyc

ftp sin E  f ps

P ps Fps

ftp  R p

2
a 2 / Rp 
3S wa / K
3

d

Fps

(4.2)

E

Fxc // Fyc  cos D  Fzc sin D
where D is the cantilever tilt angle from the base
guaranteeing the point contact of the particle with the
substrate.
After the particle is detached from the substrate,
assume the particle is pushed in a constant speed, V, and
f ps

sin 1
| sin 1

hset  zs  zsub  d  ] z cos D
Rp
hset  zs  zsub  d
Rp

(4.8)

E ( zs )

where hset is the predetermined parking height of the tip,
and z sub is the sample surface height displacement, or the
roughness of the surface, which is reasonably assumed to
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be bounded. Therefore, the system dynamics can be
expressed as
1
1

xs 
xs  xs  cos J f ps ( zs , zsub ) W x
wx2
wx Qx
1
1

ys 
y s  ys  sin J f ps ( zs , zsub ) W y
wy2
wy Q y

and modeling uncertainties, the system dynamics can be
expressed from (4.9) in matrix form as
(5.2)
: 2 
s  : 1Q 1s  f ( s )  d W
where the matrices in this equation are defined as

(4.9)

ª wx 0
«0 w
y
«
«¬ 0
0
ªQx 0
Q «« 0 Qy
«¬ 0
0

:

1
1

z 
zs  zs  Fps ( zs , zsub ) W z  Aps
2 s
wz
wz Qz

A constant force controller will be designed such that it
will change the horizontal position ( xs , ys ) of the stage
from A to B, while keeping Fzc Fzc ( zs , zsub ) at a desired
value. This will ensure that the tip contacts the particle
with almost the same height away from the substrate
during the pushing while minimizing the chance of losing
contact with the particle. This requirement also guarantees
that a proper force will be applied on the sample without
damaging it.

f ( s)

W

ª¬W x W y W z º¼

T

(5.3a)

0º
0 »»
Qz »¼

(5.3b)

ª xs  cos J f ps ( zs ) º
«
»
« ys  sin J f ps ( zs ) »
« zs  Fps ( zs )  Aps »
¬
¼

(5.3c)

is the control input vector and d stands

for the disturbance vector. It can be reasonably assumed
that d is bounded by d d d N . Thus, differentiating (5.1)
yields
r

V.

0º
0 »»
wz »¼

CONTROLLER DESIGN


s  
sd  'e

(5.4)

Substituting (5.2) into (5.4) yields the filtered tracking
error system
r : 2W  :Q 1s  : 2 f ( s )  : 2 d  
sd  'e (5.5)

Our goal is to design a control input that guarantees a
desired stage motion and applied force on the cantilever.
In this section, let us first assume that the drift does not
exist. As can be seen from (4.5), Fzc lateral force has a

: 2W  : 2 f ( s )  : 2 d  g ( s )
1

where g ( s ) :Q s  
sd  'e .
Given a smooth trajectory and when the parameter
matrices : and Q are accurately known, the control
input can be selected as
(5.6)
W f ( s )  : 2 g ( s )  K v r  K f ] e
3
u
3
with f ( s ) known accurately and K v  R is the diagonal

direct effect on ] z , so that the control goal can be
translated as keeping a desired constant ] z during pushing.
Hence, the system state is defined as s > xs ys zs @T .
Given a desired trajectory sd > xd yd zd @T for the stage,
the filtered tracking error can be defined as
r e  'e
(5.1)
where '  R 3u3 is a designed diagonal matrix selected
through pole placement with positive entries.
e s  sd  R 3 , e s  sd represent the trajectory error

gain matrix. The outer loop K f ] e is a proportional force
controller where K f  R 3 is the gain matrix for the force
controller loop and ] e ] z  ] d represents the deflection
error between the actual deflection to its desired value. In
the absence of disturbances and model uncertainties,
applying (5.6) in (5.5) could yield an asymptotically
stable filtered tracking error system. However, the
dynamic model for the manipulation of a nano particle is
quite nonlinear and unknown. For example, Hamaker
constant, the thickness of the water layer, the accurate
surface roughness and so on are typically unknown. In
other words, f ( s ) in (5.6) is not known beforehand.
Consequently, a novel learning controller scheme is
necessary for this task.
Select the control input as
(5.7)
W fˆ ( s)  : 2 g ( s )  K v r  K f ] e
then the closed-loop filtered tracking error dynamics (5.5)
become

and the velocity error respectively. xd , yd can be readily
derived from Fig. 4. Moreover, since we can obtain the
topography information of the substrate by using the
image mode of AFM, and the resolution of AFM could
reach as low as 1 nm, a good estimation of z sub can be
done in advance. Based on the estimate value of zˆsub , the
desired trajectory of the stage on z-axis can be defined
such that zˆsub  zd 0 , which is necessary for the
cantilever to maintain contact with the particle. This
selection will ensure that when the filtered tracking error
converges to zero, the trajectory error e(t ) eventually
converges to zero, too. It can be also easily found that
when the controller guarantees that the filtered tracking
error r (t ) is bounded, e(t ) is also bounded.
In the presence of bounded disturbances (e.g. the
estimation error of the surface height ze z sub  zˆsub )

:  2 r

fˆ ( s )  f ( s )  K v r  K f ] e  d

(5.8)

 f ( s )  K v r  K f ] e  d

where fˆ ( s )  R 3 is the approximated value of f ( s)  R 3 ,
and f ( s )

f ( s )  fˆ ( s )  R 3 is the approximation error.
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Proof: First, not taking into consideration the force
control loop, the closed-loop system is expressed as
(5.16)
: 2 r W T I ( s )  H  d  K v r
Select the Lyapunov function candidate V  R as

The stability of the system should be shown in the
presence of this approximation error.
According to [11], when the input layer weights are
selected at random and held constant whereas the output
layer weights are only tuned provided sufficiently large
number of nodes in the hidden-layer is chosen, then a NN
can approximate the nonlinear dynamics. Therefore,
assume that there exist target weights W  R nu3 such that
the nonlinear dynamics can be written as
(5.9)
f ( s) W T I (V T s)  H
where V  R 3un is the input layer weight which will not be
tuned, n is the number of the hidden layer nodes, and
I () is the activation function vector. Let the

V

HN

^

be compared to Barbalat’s extension [12]. Thus, note first
that in part of the proof we have shown that all quantities
on the right-hand side of (5.16) are bounded. Therefore,
from the invertibility of : , it follows that r is bounded.
Hence, the tracking error dynamics are expressed as
(5.20)
: 2 r W T I ( s)  H  K v r  K f ] e
or

The error in weights during estimation is defined as

K f]e

Therefore, the control input is selected as
(5.13)

Substituting (5.9), (5.10), (5.13) into (5.8) yields
: 2 r Wˆ T I ( s )  W T I ( s )  H  K v r  K f ] e (5.14)
W T I ( s )  H  d  K r  K ]
v

f

: 2 r  W T I ( s )  H  K v r

(5.21)
{ B ( r , r, s, W , H )
where all quantities at the right-hand side are bounded.
Therefore, we obtain
(5.22)
] e K f 1 B (r , r, s,W , H )

(5.12)

Wˆ T I ( s )  : 2 g ( s)  K v r  K f ] e

`

constant. This means that V is negative outside a
compact set according to a standard Lyapunov theorem
[12] which confirms all the signals are bounded.
To show the bound on the force tracking error or the
deflection tracking error ] e , we use an approach that can

where Ŵ  R nu3 is a matrix of actual weights. Then the
next step is to determine the weight updates in order to
guarantee filtered tracking error dynamics.
Let W be a matrix of unknown target weights required
for the approximation and assume they are bounded by
known values such that
(5.11)
W d Wmax

W

(5.17)

with K v min the minimum singular value of K v and H N is

expressed as f ( s ) W T I ( s )  H , and the NN output is
defined by
(5.10)
fˆ ( s ) Wˆ T I ( s )

W  Wˆ

`

Substituting (5.12), (5.15), and (5.16) into (5.18)
yields V d0 as long as
(5.19)
r ! (H N  d N ) Kv min

known. For simplicity, the output of the NN is

W

^

and we evaluate the first derivative of V along the
system trajectories to get
 1W
(5.18)
V : 2 r T r  tr WF

approximation error H  R 3 satisfies H d H N with the
bound

1 2 T
1
 1W
: r r  tr WF
2
2

which shows that the force tracking error ] e is bounded.

e

An inner action-generating NN loop eliminates the
nonlinear dynamics of the manipulation process and
contact dynamics. The outer PD tracking loop designed
via Lyapunov analysis guarantees the stability of the
closed-loop system in tracking a desired trajectory for
pushing the nano particle. The proportional force
controller loop ensures that the cantilever will apply a
desired force on the particle and will not lose contact with
it. The embedded drift compensation scheme will ensure
as if drift does not exist.
Theorem: Assume that the desired trajectory for the
stage, unknown disturbances, and approximation errors
are bounded, respectively, by constants sN , d N , H N . Select

Moreover, it can be found that the force tracking error
bound can be made as small as desired by increasing the
force tracking error gain K f .

the NN weight tuning update as

the stage coordinates, and sc > xc yc zc @T is the drift
value at the current time instant. The amount of drift in
the x-y plane, xc , yc , can be estimated satisfactorily by


Wˆ

VI. DRIFT COMPENSATION
The previous section describes the surface roughness
effects and dynamic model development for pushing
operation. In order to accommodate the effects of drift,
the system dynamics will change to
(6.1)
: 2 
sr  : 1Q 1sr  f ( sr )  d W
where sr

(5.15)
where F  R is a diagonal constant learning rate matrix
with positive entries. Then the tracking error r (t ) and the
weight estimation errors W are UUB. Further, the force
error is also UUB.
 FI ( s ) r

T

nu n

s  sc is the real position of the particle on

using our drift compensator scheme from [6], while zc is
negligible. Fortunately, f ( sr ) is just the function of zr ,
518
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thus the compensator results can be easily combined into
the controller by adjusting the desired system trajectories
as sd > xd  xc yd  yc zd @T . In other words, the relative

(not shown) due to the unexpected surface roughness
effect. In all these results, it is assumed that drift does not
exist. Fig.4 illustrates the performance of the NN
controller without drift compensation. Here drift is
assumed to be constant at 0.1nm/s.
From the result, the performance of the NN controller
is greatly deteriorated. Over time, the tip will lose contact
with the particle unless a suitable compensation is added.

position of the particle with respect to the stage can be
obtained and thus be controlled.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the NN controller is simulated by
guiding the stage to follow a desired trajectory with
desired force applied on the cantilever. This amounts to
pushing the particle from point A to B with a constant
speed. Thus, the desired trajectories of the stage on x, y
axes will be ramps with slope as the desired speed. In our
simulation, R p
v 1000 nm / s

]z

.

30 nm

, J

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Since the task of manipulating nano objects is complex
due to nonlinear cantilever and contact dynamics, a novel
controller scheme is presented for guiding the stage so
that the position of the nano particle follows a predefined
trajectory. The proposed controller, which includes an
embedded drift compensator, a NN to approximate the
unknown dynamics, and an additional force feedback loop
renders satisfactory performance when its NN weights are
tuned online even under the influence of the surface
roughness effects. The simulation result demonstrates that
the proposed controller is able to perform the pushing task
successfully in terms of tracking and force errors.

$

30 , and the desired speed

Moreover,

the

desired

reflection

12.77 nm , which is selected by experiments [1]. To

test the robust of our method under the roughness effect,
the surface of the substrate is set to be a sinusoid function
with an amplitude of 1nm.
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Fig. 3. NN controller performance with surface roughness effects.

Fig. 4. NN controller performance without drift compensator.

Simulation results, depicted in Fig. 3, demonstrate that
the NN controller can approximate the unknown system
dynamics and the tracking errors converge in less than
0.4seconds even with the presence of the roughness effect.
Further, because of the outer force control loop, the force
applied on the cantilever also converges to the desired
value quickly. By contrast, although the traditional PD
controller can obtain a convergent performance without
surface roughness, it fails to achieve acceptable results
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